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ABSTRACT
Mining sequential patterns is an important problem in the field of data mining and many algorithms and optimization techniques
have been published to deal with that problem. The GSP algorithm, which is one of them, can be used for mining sequential patterns
with some additional constraints. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm for mining multi-level sequential patterns based on GSP.
The idea is that if a more general item appears in a pattern, the pattern has higher or at least the same support as the one containing the
corresponding specific item. However, too generalized sequence patterns are not important for user. In our algorithm generalization
uses a selective method based on information content of patterns. This allows us to mine more patterns with the same minimal support
threshold and to reveal new potentially useful patterns.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A great amount of data is being collected and stored
in databases for various purposes. After years the size of
these databases became enormous. In such amount of data
hidden and interesting patterns may occur. Data mining,
also known as knowledge discovery in databases, is a field
of study to find these patterns in data. One of the typical data mining tasks is discovery of frequent patterns and
association analysis. The latter one is seeking for rules in
the form antecedent → consequent, which occur in the data
often enough and are so called strong. The strength means
that the conditional probability P(consequent|antecedent)
is above a given threshold. Association analysis is abundantly used in market basket analysis to discover habits of
customers. Its results can be employed for product recommendation. An example of such a rule can be TV →
DV D player telling that when customers buy a TV it’s
likely that a DVD player will appear in their market basket too.
If time information occurs in the data, not only association analysis but also a sequential patterns mining task can
be specified. In such a case, the task is to reveal frequently
occurring sequences in a sequence database. According to
the previously mentioned market basket analysis, an example of such a sequence pattern is hTV DV D playeri. This
means that customers very often buy a TV set and later a
DVD player.
In addition, one or multiple taxonomies of items can
be stored in a database. This allows mining patterns with
items on different levels of a hierarchy specified by the taxonomies. Then, the resulting pattern set can contain items
from more general levels that might not be directly stored
in the database. This can provide analysts better insight of
the data and reveal patterns that they wouldn’t get with a
pure sequence mining algorithm. It also allows us to set
the minimum support parameter to a higher value and to
get results containing more database sequences, because
sequences with more general items have at least the same
support as their more specific variants. Some algorithms
can only find patterns, where all items in one pattern are
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on the same level of the hierarchy. They are referred to as
intra-level patterns. If items of a pattern can be on different levels of a hierarchy, they are called inter-level or levelcrossing patterns. Our method is capable of revealing both
intra-level and inter-level sequence patterns.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 there is formally defined the problem of mining sequential patterns with taxonomies and terms related
to that problem and to information theory. Algorithms related to our work are described in Section 3. The proposed
method for mining sequential patterns with taxonomies is
described in Section 4. In Section 5 we present performance
evaluation of our method.
2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section we present definitions of notions for mining sequential patterns with taxonomies from databases and
the problem is formally defined. The section begins with
terms related to sequential pattern mining, then focuses on
taxonomy and ends with terms of the information theory
necessary for our algorithm.
2.1. Sequence pattern mining
The following definitions are based on established definitions from sequence pattern mining in [1, 3, 7].
Definition 2.1. (Itemset) Let I = {i1 , i2 , i3 , . . . , ik } be a set
of items. Then an itemset is a nonempty subset of I.
Definition 2.2. (Sequence) A sequence is an ordered list of
itemsets. A sequence s is denoted by hs1 s2 s3 . . . sn i, where
s j is an itemset. s j is also called an element of the sequence. In the context of sequence patterns mining, the
length of a sequence is defined as the number of instances
of items in the sequence [1]. A sequence of length l is called
an l-sequence. The sequence α = ha1 a2 . . . an i is a subsequence of the sequence β = hb1 b2 . . . bm i if there exist integers 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jn ≤ m such that a1 ⊆ b j1 , a2 ⊆
b j2 , . . . , an ⊆ b jn . We denote it α v β and β is a supersequence of α [1].
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Example 2.1. In examples, for improving the readability,
we use well established convention from sequence pattern
mining for denoting elements of sequences [1]. An element
that has m items is denoted as (i1 i2 . . . im ) where m ≥ 1. If
an element contains only one item, the braces are omitted
for brevity.
Based on these definitions, given I = {a, b, c, d, e} an
example of an itemset is {a, b, d}, example of a sequence
is ha(ab)(ce)d(cde)i. This sequence has 5 elements and 9
items thus it’s length is 9 and it’s called a 9-sequence.
Definition 2.3. (Sequence database) A sequence database D is a set of tuples hSID, si, where SID is the unique
identification of a sequence and s is the sequence. The support of the sequence s1 is defined as a number of tuples in
the database in which sequences are supersequences of s1 .
Formally, the support of sequence s1 is
support(s1 ) = |{hSID, si|(hSID, si ∈ D) ∧ (s1 v s)}|.

Fig. 1 Example of a food taxonomy structure

(1)

Definition 2.4. A frequent sequence is defined as sequence
s if support(s) ≥ min sup which is the minimum support
threshold provided by the user. A frequent sequence is
called sequence pattern.
Based on the defined terms, we can formally define the
problem of mining sequential patterns as follows: Given
a sequence database D and the minimal support threshold
min sup, the problem is to find all the frequent sequences
with support greater or equal than min sup, that is frequent
sequences.
2.2. Taxonomy
Definition 2.5. (Taxonomy) taxonomy structure is a
rooted tree. A rooted tree T = (V, E) is a tree with one
vertex r ∈ V chosen as its root. We refer to a vertex of a
rooted tree as a node. For each node v in a tree, let UP(v)
be the simple unique path from v to r. If UP(v) has exactly
k edges then the level of v is k for k ≥ 0. The level of the root
is 0. The height of a taxonomy is the greatest level in the
tree. The parent of v 6= r, formally parent(v), is neighbour
of v on UP(v), and for each node v ∈ V, v 6= r there exists a
set of its ancestors defined as:
ancestors(v) = {x|x ∈ UP(v), x 6= v}.

Example 2.2. An example of a taxonomy structure is depicted in figure 1 that represents some food products. The
height of this taxonomy is 2 and all its leaves has the same
level. The food represents the root node and is ancestor of
all other nodes. The dairy product is parent and ancestor of
the cheese and in terms of the relation is-a the cheese is-a
dairy product and also it is-a food.

(2)

The parent of r and the ancestors of r are not defined. We
say if v is the parent of u then u is a child of v. A leaf is a
node having no child [13].
In every taxonomy structure there exists a is-a relation
which is defined as follows:

Definition 2.6. (Element parents) Given an element e =
{i1 , i2 , . . . , in }, an element parents of the element e is a set
of the elements which are the same as e but exactly one of
the items is generalized. This is defined as
parentsel (e) = {e \ {ik } ∪ {parent(ik )}|ik ∈ e
∧parent(ik ) ∈
/ e}.

Based on the definition of element parents, we can define the sequence parents and ancestors.
Definition 2.7. (Sequence parents and ancestors) Given
a sequence s = he1 e2 . . . en i, where ek is element, the sequence parents of s is the set of sequences that are the
same as the sequence s but exactly one of their elements is
replaced by one of its element parents. Formally,
parentsseq (s) = {h f1 f2 . . . fn i| fk ∈ parentsel (ek )
∧1 ≤ k ≤ n

For a given τ, a root sequence is a sequence consisting
of elements with items corresponding to root nodes only.
The sequence parents of a root sequence is empty set. Based
on the definition of the sequence parents, the sequence ancestors of the sequence s, ancestorsseq (s) is defined as follows:
ancestorsseq (s) = Mi , if Mi+1 = Mi , where
M0

(3)

Let τ be a nonempty set of taxonomy structures such that
nodes in taxonomy structures represent items and each item
i ∈ I appears in exactly one taxonomy structure t ∈ τ. Notice that we do not require that items need to be only leaf
nodes. In addition we refer to any ancestor of node representing item x a generalized item of item x.
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(5)

∧∀l 6= k, 1 ≤ l ≤ n : el = fl }.

Mi+1
is-a : V ×V :≡ {(a, b)|b ∈ ancestors(a)}

(4)

(6)

= parentsseq (s)

= Mi ∪ parentsseq (x) | x ∈ Mi
for i ≥ 0.

Example 2.3. These notions can be well understood by
looking at the figure 2 with two taxonomy structures for two
root items A and B. Item A is an ancestor and a parent of
items a and a0 . The bottom of the figure depicts sequence
ancestors for the sequence ha(a0 b)i. The arrows in the figure represent which nodes are parents to the selected node.
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Sequences ha(a0 B)i, hA(a0 b)i, ha(Ab)i are parents of the sequence ha(a0 b)i, because exactly one of their elements is
the element parent of an element in ha(a0 b)i, for example
(a0 B) is the element parent of the (a0 b). All of the sequences
in nodes above sequenceha(a0 b)i are its sequence ancestors
and the sequence hA(AB)i is its root sequence.

Having the definition of the taxonomy structure, we can
define the task of mining sequential patterns with taxonomy
in almost the same way as the problem without taxonomies.
In addition, the presence of taxonomies over the items in a
sequence database causes that more general terms will occur in a result.
Table 1 Example of sequence database D with 5 sequences,
|D| = 5

SID
1
2
3
4
5

sequence
hab(a0 b)bi
hb(aa0 )b(ab0 )aai
h(ab)ba0 a(bb0 )i
hb0 aa(a0 b0 )bi
h(ab)(ab)(ab)i

However not all of these patterns are interesting for an
analyst. The question is: which of the generalized sequences are interesting to incorporate them into result set
of patterns? This decision can be based on information theory which is described in more details in section 4.
3. RELATED WORK

Fig. 2 Hierarchy in sequences

Definition 2.8. The generalized support gen supp is based
on the definition of support in definition 2.2. It’s only necessary to redefine the subset relation for two elements to deal
with taxonomies upon items. For this purpose we define a
generalized subset relation ⊆g as
e1 ⊆g e2

⇔

3.1. GSP algorithm

∀i ∈ e1 : i ∈ e2 ∨
∃ j ∈ e2 : i ∈ ancestors( j).

(7)

A sequence α = ha1 a2 . . . an i is a generalized subsequence of a sequence β = hb1 b2 . . . bm i if there exist integers 1 ≤ j1 < j2 < · · · < jn ≤ m such that a1 ⊆g b j1 , a2 ⊆g
b j2 , . . . , an ⊆g b jn . We denote α vg β . For completeness,
the definition of the generalized support of a sequence s1 is
gen supp(s1 ) = |{hSID, si|(hSID, si ∈ D) ∧ (s1 vg s)}|. (8)
Example 2.4. An example of how the generalized support
of a sequence is computed can be shown on a sequence
database from table 1 and taxonomy structures over items
a, a0 , b, b0 from figure 2. For sequence s1 = ha(Ab)i generalized support gen supp(s1 ) = 2, because it is generalized sequence of tuples with SID ∈ {1, 5}. If we take any
of the sequence parents of s1 , the sequence s2 = ha(AB)i,
the generalized support will be even higher. In addition
to s1 , s2 is contained in the tuple with SID = 4 , because
ha(AB)i vg hb0 aa(a0 b0 )bi. The higher support is the consequence of (AB) ⊆g (a0 b0 ). Element (Ab) *g (a0 b0 ) , so that
is why sequence s1 has lower support than s2 .
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The first algorithm for mining sequential patterns AprioriAll was published by Agrawal and Strikant in 1995 in [2].
It was a modification of the well-known Apriori algorithm
for mining association rules such that it can mine sequential patterns. The general idea of both Apriori and AprioriAll is based on a candidate generate-and-test framework.
The same authors then presented algorithm Generalized Sequence Patterns (GSP) in [3]. Our proposed algorithm is
based on GSP, so this algorithm will be described in more
detail.

As mentioned, the general idea of this algorithm is
based on the Apriori property and candidate generation
and testing approach. The Apriori property states: Every
nonempty subsequence of a sequential pattern is a sequential pattern [1].
The algorithm works in several phases. In each of them
it makes a pass over the sequence database:
1. In the first phase, the support of items is counted and
those having it higher than the min sup are inserted in
the resulting set L1 containing frequent 1-sequences.
2. Each of the next phases consists of two sub-steps.
(a) At first, in the join step, a candidate set Ck is
generated from the set of frequent items from
the previous phase Lk−1 . The candidate sequences Ck contain one more item than sequences in Lk−1 . Candidates of length two are
generated from items in the manner that either
they occur in one transaction, thus forming an
element, or one is after the other, thus forming
a sequence. For example, for items a, b either
h(ab)i or habi can be generated. Candidates of
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higher length are generated from s1 and s2 such
that if the first item of s1 and the last item of s2
are omitted, the resultant subsequences are the
same. The sequences s1 and s2 are called contiguous and those k-sequences which has nonfrequent contiguous subsequences, are pruned.
(b) After that, in counting step, the support of each
candidate is counted resulting in frequent set Lk .
The algorithm terminates in phase n when no
candidate sequence satisfies the minimum support condition or no candidate sequence can be
generated because S
of pruning step. The result
set is composed of n−1
k=1 Lk .
In comparison to AprioriAll, GSP incorporates time constraints, sliding time windows and taxonomies in sequence
patterns and thus allowing to mine for generalized patterns.
The patterns with given time constraints and sliding time
windows are achieved by a procedure which detects if the
candidate is a subsequence of any sequence in database satisfying the constraints.
3.2. Other sequence pattern mining algorithms
Some modifications of the algorithm GSP were published later, for example, PSP in [4] introduces a different
tree structure for maintaining candidates. In the category of
algorithms based on candidate generating and testing, it’s
worth mentioning the algorithm SPADE [5] which uses for
mining vertical representation of sequence database; and
also SPAM [6], which is similar to SPADE but uses internal
bitmap structure for database representation.
The next family of algorithms is based on the patterngrowth principle. The key idea of these algorithms is that at
first, it is created a representation of the sequence database
to partition the space and then the search space is often traversed in depth-first manner to generate less candidate sequences. The most famous representative is the PrefixSpan
published by Pei et al. in [7], which uses projected database
with respect to some prefix for database representation.
The most recent algorithms are based on early pruning.
The algorithms try to prune the searched space in the earliest phases based on the position induction. They store the
last positions of items in database sequences and use this
information to prune candidates which can’t be appended
to the current prefix. The rest of the algorithm is the same
as in pattern-growth based. LAPIN [8] is the typical representative of these algorithms.
3.3. Hierarchies in sequence pattern mining
The authors of GSP presented the way how to incorporate the taxonomies into the process of sequence pattern mining [3]. The idea is based on replacing all the
sequences in database with “extended-sequences”. In
this extended form, in addition to the item, the information of all its ancestors is stored. For example, sequence h(milk,bread)(croissant)i from the taxonomy in
Figure 1 is replaced by h(milk, pastry, dairy product, food)
(croissant, pastry, food)i. Then the GSP algorithm is
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the same as was mentioned before on these “extendedsequences”. Although the authors proposed two optimizations, this approach requires much more space for storing
the database sequences. It also allows to mine all the frequent sequences, even those which could be uninteresting.
In [9] the authors were using their framework for multidimensional sequence mining. They presented the HYPE
algorithm to incorporate hierarchies into this framework
and mine for multidimensional sequences over several levels of hierarchy.
In [10] T. Huang presented the concept of fuzzy multilevel sequential patterns. In this concept the item is allowed to belong among more general concepts, for example, a tomato can be considered either as a fruit or a vegetable. This relationship can be represented by a value between 0 and 1. They proposed the algorithm based on the
divide-and-conquer strategy and an efficient algorithm to
mine fuzzy cross-level patterns.
4. HGSP ALGORITHM
In this section we describe our algorithm hGSP
(hierarchical-GSP) for mining multi-level (level crossing)
sequence patterns. The algorithm is based on GSP [3].
In contrast to the method based on “extended-sequences”,
our method tries to reduce the number of redundant patterns. Notice that if a sequence s is frequent and s1 ∈
ancestorsseq (s), then s1 is always frequent. It can be observed that s1 is redundant because it does not contain any
new information. Due to this observation our algorithm
does not generate all possible generalizations of all frequent sequences but performs generalization when a sequence would be pruned. hGSP is based on the idea of
concreteness of each sequence. The concreteness measure
will be evaluated using information theory explained in the
following subsection. In following text we use support term
in the meaning of our defined generalized support.
4.1. Concept of hGSP Algorithm
The main idea of our algorithm is that if a sequence
s has support gen supp(s), there can exist a generalized sequence sg ∈ parentsseq (s) such that gen supp(sg ) >
gen supp(s). This can be applied repeatedly. Notice that
∀sg ∈ parentsseq (s) : gen supp(s) ≤ gen supp(sg ). Unfortunately, during generalization some information is being
lost. Because of this, the quality of mined generalized frequent items strictly depends on selection of a generalized
sequence from the set of generalized sequences. The concept of information theory is used for this purpose. Generally, we expect that more specific sequence s is more important result than it’s generalized form sg because the generalized sg is more expectable in the result set. This corresponds with meaning of information content.
Definition 4.1. The Shannon information content [11] of a
value x with probability p(x) is defined as
h(x) = log2

1
.
p(x)
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The probability p(s) that sequence s occurs in source
database D is

p(s) =

gen supp(s)
.
|D|

(10)

The information content of sequence s in database D is

h(s) = log2

1
gen supp(s)
|D|

= − log2

gen supp(s)
.
|D|

(11)

For a sequence s, the dependence between information
content h(s) and generalized support gen supp(s) causes
that if the generalization from s to sg is performed and
gen supp(sg ) > gen supp(s), then h(sg ) < h(s). Therefore the generalization should be performed only if the
candidate sequence is not frequent (i.e. gen supp(s) <
min supp) or the GSP algorithm cannot perform join of two
candidate sequences with joinable sequence ancestors.
Definition 4.2. (Concreteness) The sequence s1 is more
concrete than another sequence s2 if (h(s2 ) < h(s1 )) ∧
(ancestorsseq (s1 ) ∪ s1 ) ∩ (ancestorsseq (s2 ) ∪ s2 ) 6= 0.
/
4.2. Algorithm details
The hGSP algorithm uses modified join step and pruning step of the GSP algorithm. The rest of the algorithm
remains the same. With no loss of generality, in our implementation we assume that items in an element of a sequence
are in lexicographic order (similarly as authors in [3]).
The join step is modified for generating candidates of
length k = 3 and more. Let’s have a pair of frequent sequences s1 and s2 of length k − 1. A join can be performed
if subsequences of s1 after omitting the first item and s2
after omitting the last one have a common sequence ancestor. Then the joined sequence of length k is composed from
the first item of s1 , the most concrete sequence ancestor of
common part and the last item of s2 . The last item is added
the same as in GSP.
The support of candidates is counted in the same way
as in the original GSP. The only difference is that we use
gen supp(s) defined in Definition 2.8 instead of common
support. Therefore, only the procedure for checking, if a
candidate is subsequence of a given database, is modified.
A modification of the pruning step is shown in Algorithm 1. The algorithm uses a method for finding the approximation of the most concrete generalization set of a sequences which is described in Algorithm 2. Our approximation algorithm is based on the greedy optimization technique. As a result, the algorithm finds only sequences corresponding to the local optimum of concreteness measure.
Finding of a global optimum would be extremely computationally complex because of a large search-space.
During generalization, generalized sequences that contain ancestor item of another item in the same element can
occur. Such sequences are redundant and they are discarded.
We have formulated a theorem that it is not necessary to
evaluate information content using logarithm functions but
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it is sufficient to compare ratios of supports of sequences
and theirs generalized forms.
Let’s have a sequence s and its generalized form s1 .
The information contents of these sequences are h(s) =
1)
and h(s1 ) = − log2 gen supp(s
. The in− log2 gen supp(s)
|D|
|D|
formation lost during generalization of s to s1 is ∆h =
h(s) − h(s1 ). It follows that


∆h = log2 

gen supp(s1 )
|D|
gen supp(s)
|D|





 = log2


gen supp(s1 )
. (12)
gen supp(s)

The generalization of s with the smallest information loss is found because then the sequences will be the
most concrete. Therefore the algorithm minimizes ratio
gen supp(s1 )
gen supp(s) .
Algorithm 1: Method find generalization()
Input: A candidate sequence s
Output: A set of the most concrete generalizations Gs .
Method:
Gs = {};
min supp ratio = +∞;
foreach (ps ∈ parentsseq (s)) do:
ratio = gen supp(ps )/gen supp(s);
if (gen supp(ps ) <> gen supp(s)
∧ratio < min supp ratio) then
Gs = {ps };
min supp ratio = ratio;
elseif (ratio = min supp ratio) then
Gs = Gs ∪ {ps };
endif;
endforeach;
return Gs ;
Algorithm 2: hGSP Pruning Step
Input: A set of candidates - Ck , minimal support min supp
Output: A set of frequent sequences Lk of length k
Method:
Lk = {};
foreach sc ∈ Ck do:
Ck0 = {sc };
sequence added = f alse;
while (sequence added = f alse ∧ |Ck0 | > 0) do:
Gs = {};
foreach s ∈ Ck0 do:
if gen supp(s) ≥ min supp then
Lk = Lk ∪ {s};
sequence added = true;
else
Gs = Gs ∪ f ind generalization(s);
endif;
endforeach;
Ck0 = Gs ;
endwhile;
endforeach;
return Lk ;
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5. EXPERIMENTS
We have used synthetic datasets created by the generator described in [12] with our hierarchical extension. The
evaluation was performed on PC Intel Core Duo 2.66 GHz,
2GB RAM, OS Windows XP 32-bit. The implementation
of the hGSP algorithm was integrated into Microsoft SQL
Server 2008 R2 Analysis Services.
5.1. Performance evaluation
A performance test is focused on the execution time of
the algorithm. We did not compare execution times with
GSP because hGSP generates much more candidates. Also,
GSP generates shorter sequences and it is finished after sequences of length 2 in most cases. Therefore, we show only
execution times of hGSP. Parameters of datasets were:

results were measured for relative supports from 20 % up to
80 %. Predefined parameters of frequent sequences in the
dataset were: the average length 5 and support 50 %. Results of hGSP are shown in a comparison to GSP results.
The results in Figure 4 show that the number of candidate/frequent sequences increases exponentially with descending value of minimal support for both hGSP and GSP.
In general, hGSP creates more than 10 times more frequent
sequences than GSP because of the generalization property.
This is the main substance for analyst – hGSP does not
prune important candidate sequences if there is a possibility
to generalize them. In addition, Figure 5 shows that hGSP
creates sequences with more items than GSP.

• average DB sequence length = 25,

Candidates - GSP
Results - GSP

• hierarchy count = 25,

• frequent sequences count = 0.2 % of |D|
• and average length of frequent sequences = 7.
Results of the experiment are shown in Figure 3. The algorithm was executed on datasets of a different size and the
execution time was measured. The number of transaction
items ranged from 25, 000 in a database of 1, 000 sequences
up to 225, 000 transaction items in a database of 9, 000 sequences. The plot shows that processing time increases linearly with the dataset size because the algorithm checks if
each candidate sequence is subsequent of any database sequence.
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Fig. 3 Average processing time of one candidate sequence
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Fig. 4 Numbers of candidate and frequent sequences with
dependency on minimal support
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5.2. Generalization evaluation
A generalization evaluation experiment is focused on
the generalization property of the hGSP algorithm. The
methodology of the evaluation is following. It is known
that the number of frequent sequences in results strictly depends on the minimal support value. Therefore, we have
compared the number of candidates and mined frequent sequences for different values of the minimal support. The
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Fig. 5 Lengths of frequent sequences with dependency on
minimal support

5.3. Comparison of the hGSP algorithm and GSP using
“extended-sequences”
Experiments show a dependency of execution time and
the number of patterns on a different number of frequent se-
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quential patterns in a database of length 7 |L7 |. The hGSP
algorithm is compared with a recommended taxonomy extension of GSP based on “extended-sequences” (see section 3.3) without using optimizations. Parameters of the
datasets were transactions count = 5 000, hierarchy count
= 15, average hierarchy depth = 5, other parameters were
the same as in the experiment in Section 5.1.
In Table 2 it is shown that hGSP is faster up to 10 %
than GSP using “extended-sequences”. The main disadvantage of the GSP approach is shown in Table 3. GSP using “extended-sequences” generates a huge amount of redundant (candidate and frequent) sequences and the result
has to be filtered, suggested author’s optimization reduces
the amount but the result set still contains many redundant
patterns.
Table 2 Execution times of hGSP and GSP in seconds

|L7 |
25
50
100

hGSP
1 536 s
3 968 s
1 327 s

GSP
1 546 s
4 229 s
1 515 s

hGSP
3 329
7 750
4 187
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